Community pharmacy Medicines Use Review: current challenges

Abstract: With a growing aging population, the appropriate, effective, and safe use of medicines is a global health policy priority. One concern is patients’ non-adherence to medicines, which is estimated to be up to 50%. Policymakers seek to reconfigure medicine management services and consider community pharmacy as especially well-placed to improve medicine use. In England and Wales, a commissioned medication review service called “Medicines Use Reviews (MURs)” was made available in through the National Health Service (NHS) in 2005. This involves a patient–pharmacist consultation to improve patients’ knowledge and the use of medicines and to help reduce avoidable waste. However, over a decade since their introduction, questions remain over the extent to which the MUR policy has successfully been embedded in practice and translated into more effective use of medicines. The MUR intervention continues to hold many challenges ranging from poor public awareness and acceptance of MURs, organizational constraints, and issues over interprofessional collaboration. Many of these challenges are not exclusive to the MUR service, or even to the community pharmacy setting. Nevertheless, by identifying and exposing such challenges, an opportunity exists for policymakers and commissioners to seek to improve this service to patients. This narrative review explores the current challenges that face MURs. Damschroder et al’s consolidated framework for implementation research is employed to help organize these challenges from patient and professional perspectives across multiple contexts. Over the past decade, MUR policy and practice has continued to evolve, being shaped by research, organizational and professional influences, and policy. Reforms to the service suggest that the MURs are becoming more responsive to patients’ need and preferences. It is intended that this review will create impetus and scope for further debate, service reconfiguration, and ultimately service improvement.
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Introduction

The English National Health Service (NHS) is funded predominantly through general taxation and by National Insurance contributions and is commonly depicted as being ‘free at the point of use’. Many patients are exempt from most medical services and medicine costs, including those aged <16 or ≥60 years, as well as those in receipt of state benefits. Alongside other health professionals, community pharmacists are increasingly playing a greater role in the delivery of primary care and progressively feature in global strategies to modernize health care. In England, community pharmacies are classed as independent contractors and are remunerated...
by the NHS for pharmaceutical services. Significant reforms were made to the organization and delivery of community pharmacy services in 2005. A new contractual framework for pharmacy was negotiated and introduced which was built on policy and professional ambitions to improve services to patients, reward for the quality of the services provided, and the harnessing of skills of pharmacists and support staff in addition to providing minimum standards for pharmacy.\(^1\)

This approach differed from the previous community pharmacy contractual arrangements, which primarily focused on remuneration for the volume of prescriptions dispensed. The current pharmacy contract, comprises 3 service levels or “tiers,” the first being “essential services” that are offered by all pharmacies (e.g., dispensing of prescriptions, clinical governance requirements, and signposting services). The second tier is “advanced services” (e.g., Medicines Use Reviews [MURs]) that are optional for community pharmacies and typically require pharmacists to undertake additional training before they can be offered. Last, the third tier is contracts for “enhanced services” that are locally commissioned by local authorities, clinical commissioning groups, and the NHS England teams according to the local need. The reforms seen in the new contractual framework were welcomed at the time by pharmacy representative bodies and leaders who have long-held ambitions to shape community pharmacy services for the future.\(^1\)

MURs are an advanced service that has been available since 2005, and are free to patients. It is organized as a one-to-one consultation and offered annually, allowing pharmacists the opportunity to hold private and more detailed discussions about the use of patients’ medicines, which differ from the limited, brief ‘shop floor counseling’ interaction that occurs when medicines are supplied. The aim of the service is “with the patient’s agreement to improve his or her knowledge and use of drugs.” This purpose is to be achieved through the following 4 ways:

1. To establish the patient’s actual use, understanding about and experience of taking his or her medications.
2. To identify, discuss, and resolve poor or ineffective use of medicines by the patient.
3. To identify side effects and drug interactions that may affect patient compliance.
4. To improve the clinical and cost-effectiveness of prescribed medicines, thereby reducing the wastage of such drugs.\(^2\)

MURs form part of a wider national medication review agenda that has been defined by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence as “a structured, critical examination of a person’s medicines with the objective of reaching an agreement with the person about treatment, optimising the impact of medicines, minimising the number of medication-related problems and reducing waste.”\(^3\) The NHS remunerates community pharmacies a fee of £28 for each review performed by the pharmacist, with the total number each pharmacy contractor is able to claim being subject to a cap of 400 annually. In practice, MURs are a documented patient–pharmacist face-to-face consultation about the patients’ medicines use with the underlying aim to “improve his or her knowledge and use of drugs.”\(^4\) Patients are eligible for the service if they have been prescribed one or more medicines and are regular users of the pharmacy. Despite the service being available for over a decade, the value, aims, and acceptance of community pharmacy interventions to the public are not always clear.\(^4,5\) Patients have been found to welcome pharmacists’ advice when in line with expected core responsibilities (i.e., dispensing prescriptions/advice and treatment of minor ailments), but advice is less readily accepted if extended beyond their perceived professional boundaries.\(^6\) Successful adoption of MURs has been hindered by lack of patient awareness, insufficient integration into existing health care pathways, poor awareness among general practitioners (GPs), and pharmacist workplace barriers.\(^7\) In this discursive narrative review, the main current challenges to the English MUR service are outlined along with insights into how such challenges may be overcome.

**Why are MURs important?**

As well as seeking to improve patients’ use of medicines, there are many underlying policy and professional motives that have influenced the development, implementation, and continued commissioning of MURs. There is acknowledgment that with a growing aging demographic, increasing numbers of patients will have long-term medical conditions requiring management with multiple, often expensive medicines.\(^8\) Mounting concerns have been expressed over patient non-adherence to medicines, estimated to be around 25%–50%.\(^8,9,10\) Strategies to deploy the community pharmacy workforce to tackle these long-standing concerns and promote the effective use of medicine are increasingly being sought.\(^10,11\) This is in the light of pharmacists being perceived as the “experts on medicines” and being more accessible than other professionals due to their extended opening hours and locations in the community.\(^12\) In addition, services such as the MURs are often viewed as a means for patients to self-manage, care, and so help reduce...
pressures on more expensive secondary or family practice services.15–18

Similar community pharmacy medication review services have been commissioned in other countries, suggesting that the value of these services is becoming a priority for many health systems. The forerunner to many of the subsequent services was the Australian Home Medication Review.19 This was developed based on views suggesting that there could be improved patient outcomes as well as better use of the professional skills of pharmacists.20 Mounting evidence suggests benefits to and acceptance by patients; however, further evidence is needed on clinical outcomes.20

In the USA, Medication Therapy Management services exist to optimize therapeutic outcomes through improved medicine adherence and increased patients’ understanding of their medicines to reduce possible adverse drug events.21 More recently, commissioned services such as the Swiss Polymedication-Check22 are being more formally evaluated and have shown to address drug-related problems and enhance the support of other pharmaceutical services (i.e., weekly pill organizer).24 Other medication review services include the Canadian MedsCheck,25 New Zealand’s MUR, and Italy’s MUR.26,27

In addition to the economic case for MURs, other psychosocial motives for commissioning MURs are based on a considerable body of evidence that suggests that patients have practical problems in taking medicines. Patients have been shown to be reluctant to take medicines because of concerns about side effects, dependency, or being unclear about their benefits.28,29 It has been acknowledged that patients may not feel that physicians have time to discuss and address such concerns.30,31 It is envisaged that within their discussions, pharmacist would seek to address patient concerns and empower patients to take a more active role in managing their medicines. MURs undertaken in community pharmacies therefore offer a convenient opportunity to support patient medicine adherence and improve medicine use.

Finally, MURs also embody work that seeks to extend the professional role of pharmacists, improve the relationship with service users, and align with government ambitions to make better use of pharmacists’ skills.32,33 Long-standing and contemporary “reprofessionalization” of pharmacy aims to move pharmacists’ responsibilities away from retail and dispensing, toward patient-centered services such as advice-giving and medicines optimization.34,35 Historically, one driver for this shift has been technological advances in large-scale pharmaceutical manufacturing and associated loss of pharmacists’ specialized compounding function,36 leading to long-standing calls within and outside the profession for pharmacy to consider new roles to help develop and redefine its professional status.37 The extent to which pharmacists are able to capitalize on the potential to enhance professional status will be dependent upon how well they are able to compete for legitimacy and jurisdiction, overcome resistance, and navigate current challenges that are faced by MURs and other pharmacy services.38

**Narrative framework**

Drawing upon Damschroder et al’s consolidated framework for implementation research,39 the challenges to the MUR service are detailed from patient and professional perspectives as well as across multiple contexts. Damschroder et al’s framework is particularly useful in formative evaluations of complex interventions, as it provides a pragmatic structure that unifies key constructs from published implementation theories.40,41 The framework is used in this article not to evaluate the service, but to offer policymakers, commissioners, and implementation scientists a systematic analysis that will help to contextualize and organize these challenges.

Damschroder et al’s framework consists of 5 areas or “domains.” The first examines the characteristics of the intervention itself, in this case, the context in which MURs are delivered, and the role of key stakeholders involved in translating the service in practice. The next two domains consider the “outer” context (wider institutional, political, and social environment within which MURs are implemented) and the “inner” context (organizational structures, cultures, inputs, and resources and the processes and practices that characterize everyday practice and influence implementation). It is acknowledged that the interface between the “inner” and “outer” contexts can be dynamic, and so the lines defining these are not always clear. The fourth domain considers the sense-making, mindsets, cultures, and networks of individuals and groups within the given setting. The final domain cuts across all the above domains to consider the whole implementation process. It is suggested that successful implementation of an intervention usually requires an active change process aimed at achieving individual and organizational level use of the intervention as designed. The current challenges that are faced in the MUR service are detailed and organized below according to this framework.
### MUR challenges

#### Domain 1: characteristics of MURs and targeting patients who may need them the most

In the first domain, consideration is given to the MUR intervention itself. Since its inception, there have been several significant reforms to the MUR policy and service delivery, indicating that the service is evolving and the process is responsive to issues and concerns that have emerged following implementation. For example, when introduced, the MUR form that was used to capture patient response was designed as a ‘tick box’ format that allowed a yes/no response to questions. Information that the pharmacist was expected to elicit from the patient included: 1) patient-reported compliance with the prescribed medicine; 2) whether they knew the medicine’s purpose; 3) whether the formulation of the medicine was appropriate; 4) whether the medicine was working; and 5) identification of patient-reported side effects. Although it appeared appropriate at the time, following the launch of the service, this format was found to limit opportunities for patient participation and engagement. It became evident that there was a lack of fit between the intended purposes of creating a patient-centered consultation and professional interpretation of what was required to deliver the service. Reforms to the service in 2011 saw the introduction of a proposed interview schedule for pharmacists, effectively changing the service template to help them shape their conversation with patients.

#### Box 1 Medicines Use Review: suggested questions

1. How are you getting on with your medicines?
2. How do you take or use each of these medicines?
3. Are you having any problems with your medicines or concerns about taking or using them?

**Group by therapeutic areas**

4. Do you think they are working? (Prompt: Is this different from what you were expecting?)
5. Do you think you are getting any side effects or unexpected effects?
6. People often miss taking doses of their medicines, for a wide range of reasons. Have you missed any doses of your medicine or changed when you take it? (Prompt: When did you last miss a dose?)
7. Do you have anything else you would like to know about your medicines or is there anything you would like me to go over again? (Prompt: Are you happy with the information you have on your medicines?)


The new format originated from “proof of concept” work that focused on facilitating adherence to newly prescribed medicines. This holistic approach aligned with professional ambitions for pharmacists to adopt consultations based upon a shared care approach. Despite resources being available to improve pharmacists’ consultation skills, the challenge remains to what extent pharmacists are able to internalize and adopt a patient-centered approach within consultations (see “Domain 4: characteristics of stakeholders” section for further details).

Another area that has seen significant development is addressing the question as to who may benefit most from an MUR. There is an overall lack of evidence for the effectiveness of MURs, which hampers any assessment and is a challenge. The most convincing clinical outcomes have been from studies that focus on a particular disease area such as asthma and coronary heart disease. Reforms to the national service were introduced in 2011 because of questions over the value of MURs to patients and whether they were being targeted to “local needs and patient priorities.” There have been concerns over the significant variability in delivery and acknowledgement that some patients may benefit from an MUR compared with others. One reason for these concerns was the way in which MURs were reportedly being delivered. The yearly MUR quota that pharmacies are able to undertake (currently 400, originally 200) has led to reports that organizations were adopting a commercial “target-driven” organizational approach to delivery over a service that would solely be for patient benefit. The reforms stipulated the targeting of MURs to patients with specific medical needs. This included patients recently discharged from hospital, patients taking medicines associated with hospital admissions such as nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, and those prescribed respiratory medicines. Under these new terms, at least 50% of all MURs undertaken by the pharmacy should be with patients in these categories. However, there have been issues with these categories, eg, concerns that the uptake of postdischarge MURs has been poor, despite the potential for medication errors occurring following hospital discharge. When referring to the MUR service, several challenges for health professionals working in secondary care have been identified. Work done by Ramsbottom et al suggested that national and organizational “restrictions” placed on MURs may be inhibiting successful adoption. There may be cost-savings if discharge MURs are more widely adopted. However, there remain challenges including how to make it easier for pharmacists to offer the service to homebound patients, whether carers of patient not...
self-medicating can be offered the opportunity to participate in an MUR, and how to overcome unawareness and lack of patient-expected benefit that has shown to reduce patient engagement.52

In addition to identifying those patients who are most in need, there are challenges to identify who could benefit the most and what efforts should be made, if any, to further target the service. There is mounting evidence suggesting that patients belonging to “hard-to-reach” or medically underserved communities (eg, people with disabilities; people from Black, Asian, and Minority Ethnic backgrounds; the homebound; the homeless; and Gypsy, Roma, and Traveller communities) typically experience poorer health outcomes and find accessing health and screening services more difficult when compared to the general population.54–57 Marginalized patient groups have been shown to have poorer access to health care because they have been experiencing greater physical barriers and encountering poorer patient–professional communication; consequently, they remain significantly disadvantaged where a service is not tailored to their unique needs or preferences.58 There are low levels of evidence to support medication reviews in these populations, principally because they are generally underrepresented in research.59,60 Nevertheless, patients from marginalized communities often report poor management of their medical conditions and significant problems with adherence to prescribed medicines. Furthermore, their experience of pharmacy services is found to be variable with many experiencing discrimination or disadvantage as a result of their status.61 It is important to note that not all people who may belong to a medically underserved community are the same, and some may not have poorer health when compared to the rest of the population or require additional support to manage medicines. Conversely, people who may have membership to more than one marginalized group may have greater medical needs. One codevelopment approach involving patients who are medically underserved alongside professional stakeholders has sought to raise the awareness of such groups through an online digital, educational intervention aimed directly at frontline pharmacy staff.62 In this work, 3 coproduced web-based resources have been developed, namely, 1) discovering and understanding underserved communities; 2) exploring the medicine experiences and needs of patients who are underserved; and 3) effectively interacting and engaging patients who are underserved. Within these resources, practical suggestions on how to effectively engage patients from marginalized communities are provided (the e-learning is freely available online and can be accessed here: http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/helmopen/rlos/pharmacy/mur-compendium/). The challenge for pharmacy teams is to ensure medicine support is provided in a patient-centered way that is fair and individualized according to the patient circumstance and is also culturally sensitive.

Domain 2: situated outer context
The second domain considers community pharmacy’s position within wider health care structures. Importantly, these also hold significant challenges for pharmacy-led services. This outer context is relevant as research suggests that effective interprofessional collaboration can result in positive patient health outcomes.62,63 However, it has been found that GPs hold mixed views about MURs.64,65 Poor awareness among GPs and insufficient integration into existing health care pathways have been cited as barriers to effective service implementation.7,48,64 GPs’ concerns about MURs include the following: pharmacists advising patients during their MURs on clinical matters that the GPs regard as inappropriate, issues over duplication of medication review work, MURs being conducted in isolation, and the potential increase in the workload for the GP that does not directly contribute to their general practice “Quality and Outcomes Framework” contractual measures.7,48 Pharmacist–GP relationships have been strained due to the lack of interprofessional engagement, the potential challenge to medical dominance, and changes to the dynamics of existent socially patterned practice.65,66 Whereas some of these challenges have yet to be adequately addressed, other administrative areas have seen service improvements. For example, in the beginning, each completed MUR form was sent to the patient’s GP. This led to GPs complaining that many MUR forms were unnecessary and the paper format was not compatible with their electronic systems.7,48 Changes to the service specification has meant pharmacy contractors are now required to contact the patient’s GP only if an issue is identified during the MUR, where the pharmacist believes that the GP should be informed.

The potential of MURs will not fully be realized until there is progress made to improve GP–pharmacist collaboration.67 Many obstacles exist including cultural barriers, a lack of clear shared expectations, and lack of routine face-to-face interactions.52 Furthermore, there may be underlying resistance from the medical profession to pharmacist role extension.66 Other challenges are the geographical separateness or isolation of community pharmacy fromgeneral practice and the image of the community pharmacy as a commercial outlet rather than a health care provider.68 Despite the challenges and professional boundaries,
fostering better working relationships between pharmacists and GPs is essential. This, however, has been suggested to involve a “piecemeal” process, ie, one that is slowly built over time and with reliance on the essence of goodwill relationships.65 Medicine management organizational policies and practices should be aligned to encourage collective purposive action. In order for deep and sustained change to occur, reforms to the MUR policy to better integrate this within the General Medical Services contractual framework may be needed to encourage pharmacist–GP collaboration for the benefit of the patient.

Domain 3: MUR inner context

The “inner” community pharmacy setting in which MURs are performed continues to hold significant challenges to service delivery. As the range of clinical services being offered by the pharmacy increases, early practical challenges of having an appropriate private area to hold private discussions69,70 are been overcome with well-proportioned, purpose-built consultation rooms. However, workload challenges largely remain due to pharmacists spending the majority of their time involved in activities associated with the dispensing of prescriptions.71,72 Most MURs have been reported to be pragmatically accommodated into the daily work of the pharmacy without additional pharmacist cover.7,47,48 Where there is a lone pharmacist, the effects of their absence may have a greater impact on prescription waiting times and supervision of medicine sales. The pharmacist absence has also been shown to have consequences for pharmacy support staff.74

Given the MUR policy remunerates for the volume of MURs undertaken, the balance between organizations setting motivational targets and pharmacists feeling pressurized to perform MURs remains a challenge.7,47,48 Inadvertent consequences of this pressure have led to reports of pharmacists inviting patients who they think are on simpler medication regimes that can be performed quickly rather than those patients with more complex regimes who may benefit most.42 The pursuit to achieve organizational targets over patient benefit has brought service fidelity into question. It has been suggested that the more quantitative a measure that is used to determine performance, that individuals will seek ways in order to maximize their output; in turn, they may in the process lose sight of what the numbers actually represent.75 The challenge, therefore, is how resources can be better managed to ensure that MURs can become part of a comfortable, habitualized, yet nonthreatening, practice.

Domain 4: characteristics of stakeholders

The fourth domain considers the individuals involved with the intervention and/or implementation process. Most important is the question how well MURs are able to improve patients’ knowledge of medicines and their use. From the social science literature, patients’ beliefs about medicines and their administration have been shown to be complex. For example, patients have been known to experiment, form impressions, and adjust medicine taking according to their personal health beliefs.29,76 They also carry out their own “cost–benefit” analysis based upon “rational” decisions when viewed from their perspectives; these decisions may not always follow medical logic.77 Others have suggested that patients’ adherence is dependent upon patients’ assessment based on a necessity-concerns framework.28 Moreover, aversion to medicine taking is widespread, and people quite often only take medicine as a “last resort” and take the perceived minimal-effective dose, despite acknowledging the necessity of their medicine to live as normal a life as possible.78 Pharmacists have been known to adopt closed questions, enabling MUR consultations to be completed quickly and efficiently with complex or more indeterminate issues often circumvented.42 It, therefore, remains to be seen to what extent pharmacists take the opportunity to uncover, identify, and address such complex health beliefs with the organizational constraints of MUR consultations. Despite initiatives to improve pharmacist consultation skills,44 further improvements are needed as it has been found that many adherence intervention studies continue to fail to report tailoring the intervention to patient needs, adopting a shared care assessment or a concordant patient-centered approach.79

One further issue has been how the aims of the MUR service are communicated to patients. Studies have attempted to determine whether patients’ knowledge of their medicines had improved with positive responses.80 Patients in these studies appeared to rate the MUR service highly with reports of the service providing more confidence about their asthma treatment.81 Existing perceptions of the pharmacist and the manner in which these are introduced to the patient and are enacted can have significant influence on the way new roles are framed and interpreted by patients.81 Despite the range of activities offered by community pharmacists, peoples’ perception of pharmacist’s role appears to be that of “drugs experts” rather than experts on health and illness.82 One reason for this could be the way advanced services are communicated to the public. One study exploring terminologies and how MUR leaflets portrayed and constructed the service
found a paternalistic theme promoting “patient education” based on the principles of the biomedical model rather than that based on patient empowerment and a concordance-centered approach. As a consequence, patient framing of such a service may be variegated or conflicting with consequences for patient engagement and sense-making. It is well acknowledged that pharmacists have reported patient engagement with the service to be challenging due to a lack of patient demand, as well as patients being suspicious of the pharmacists’ intentions or the pharmacists’ inability to communicate the MUR as a useful and relevant service. Pharmacists have reported feeling rejected and demotivated to arrange MUR appointments where patients have failed to attend, resulting in an “ad hoc” approach to recruitment. Nevertheless, once patients have been engaged, there are suggestions that they have a high level of satisfaction with the service, despite indications that they were initially cautious to become involved. There may be opportunities for pharmacists to adapt and tailor consultations according to the new approaches to monitoring adherence. This may include calculating adherence to polypharmacy from dispensing data records or the use of patient self-reports in order to gain an overview of drug-related issues, which may provide added value and a more comprehensive assessment. The challenge for policymakers, educationalists, and professionals is to ensure that pharmacists have the resources, skill sets, and confidence, first, to uncover and address the significant patient concerns with medicines and, second, to convey a service that responds to the needs of patients and patient empowerment and encourages perceptions of pharmacy norms and social conventions.

Domain 5: challenge of implementation

The final domain “cuts across” all 4 previous domains to consider the process of implementation. On reflection, the evidence for pharmacist-led medication review as an intervention to improve patient health outcomes is still emerging. This may be due to the complexity of capturing data that allow for patient outcomes to be assessed. Difficulties in capturing such data and demonstrating cost-effectiveness may not be solely due to the setting where reviews take place, but in deficiencies in research methodologies. Positive outcomes of an intervention are often influenced by multiple competing confounders with successful adoption resulting from combining active change processes at individual, interorganizational/intraorganizational and policy levels. For example, it is recognized that medication review services vary in their comprehensiveness, minimum competency requirements for pharmacists, levels of interprofessional collaboration, and remuneration. With regard to MURs, a lack of readiness to change by community pharmacists, a perceived lack of workable strategies to adopt newer roles, and work constraints have been identified and need addressing. Further challenges may include pharmacist negative “personality traits” such as a lack of confidence, paralysis in the face of ambiguity, risk aversion, and need for approval. Arguably, many of these challenges have largely remained since the inception of the service, and pharmacy teams have been compelled to reshape behaviors and actions to accommodate the service without review of the need for supportive, structural resource or framework.

Despite the barriers, medication review is part of a wider support mechanism and may capture errors or address care deficiencies in a similar manner proposed by Reason’s “Swiss cheese model of human error.” In addition to providing opportunities to address medicine adherence issues and other medicine-related problems, MURs can also provide wider benefits including clarification of medicine regimens, initiation of medicines in pill boxes where appropriate, counseling and advice on healthy living, and reassurance that patients are taking medicines correctly. Many facilitators to implementation and practice change have been cited in the literature that may be helpful. These include consultation training to help build pharmacists’ confidence, reducing associated administrative work, improved use of pharmacy support staff, and better pharmacy layout and hence workflow. The way MURs are remunerated can be viewed as a facilitator for MUR activity, but corporate pressure applied to pharmacists has led to negative consequences for patient benefit as outlined above. Other important facilitators could include integrating the MUR service with other medicine management services, increase in public awareness, and demand for medicine management services, improved remuneration, and clearer messages from the pharmacy profession itself about the future of professional practice.

Concluding remarks

Since 2005, reforms to the pharmacy contract have given community pharmacists in England and Wales the opportunity to undertake MURs. This narrative review reflects the personal views and intends to trigger a wider discussion and commentary by others. MURs present an opportunity for pharmacists to broaden their advisory and counseling support to patients through engaging in wider discussions of patient beliefs and concerns about their medicines. MURs also extend both the pharmacists’ role and pharmacy’s jurisdiction, as it moves from dispensing and advice-giving to monitoring of medicine use, patient education, and intervening to change behaviors.
Although the MUR offers significant opportunities to support patients with managing comorbidities and complex medicine regimens, this review highlights that many challenges remain to be overcome. The core purpose of what the MUR could potentially offer remains elusive to many patients, and better public communication, pharmacist engagement, and better targeting of MURs to the medically underserved are needed. Other challenges have also been long-standing including investment in workforce, issues of infrastructure, and managing reconfiguration of professional boundaries. In the light of austerity, further work is needed to clearly demonstrate patient outcomes from MURs as well as from other pharmacy medicine management services and their acceptance by patients. In order to further build on existing evidence, studies should focus on MUR delivery within practice with associated organizational constrains, confounding variables, and acknowledgment of the diversity of stakeholders involved in the process. Current evaluative and research activities within this area are insufficient, and further work needs to be funded and undertaken by researchers and other stakeholders not only to address the challenges presented in this article, but also to highlight the value and potential opportunities that MURs can bring to improving patient outcomes. In the light of the future challenges that pharmacy faces including the individualization of drug treatments, advancing technological developments, and emerging roles for pharmacists within general practice, the opportunities for pharmacists to support patients’ medicine taking are significant, and research into these areas and impact on patient care should be a priority.
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